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Microsoft Project 2013
Synopsis
This Microsoft Project 2013 book is the only Microsoft Official Academic Course (MOAC) textbook. This series includes a complete classroom instructional program. This Project 2013 text is designed to re-enforce workforce skills. With this book students learn to manage project resources, task assignments and scheduling. They will also learn about the integration and tracking of multiple projects and programs. Skills mastery of Project 2013 can help students with classwork and differentiate job hunters in today's competitive job market.
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Customer Reviews
The companion site for this book, the one holding the supporting training files, is not available. When contacted via live chat, the supplier had no information on WHEN it will be available. The book is a well organized teaching companion. However, it contains the typical academic text errors. It is recommended that you wait until the second edition is published, to allow time to 1) populate the Web Site with the supporting "Companion" material (training files) and to 2) correct the errors in the text.

Didn't come with CD like expected

Very good tutorial for using MSP....step by step.Kevin
Good book. Purchased for school. I'll keep it for my job.

I am using this text for a project management course. I have used MOAC texts before and this one is exactly it guides you through everything you need to know about Microsoft Project step by step.

Print size is too hard to read. Every time I look at it makes my eyes tired and makes me angry!

It's a pretty concise course book. I wish it came with an online/.pdf version as well though.

Bought this book for school. The step by step instructions in the book are easy to follow.
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